. Embedded in these and related documents are debates about national policies concerning technology and science, legal issues, business practices and priorities, and the nature of the archive itself. Just such an archive exists in US patent records, a vast resource that has scarcely been tapped by scholars interested in technical and scientific communication.
After briefly describing what a patent is, I discuss existing research with patent records that hints at the exciting opportunities awaiting our attention. Then I explore how the patent record might inform current interest in technical communication and social aspects of technology. Finally, I present a guide to some of the basic information that readers might need to embark on a study.
WHAT ARE PATENTS?
When we speak of patents, most frequently we refer to the approved patent: the final, published version of a document that began as the inventor's application and has survived examination by the US Patent and Trademark Office. A patent is a special grant of monopoly power for a limited time in exchange for public disclosure of an invention. Rather than the ticket to riches we might believe it to be, a patent is like a "hunting license," useful for going after infringers, those who use a patented technology without the permission of the inventor or patent owner. Although costly to obtain, the patent "is usually worthless . . . unless you also get the invention into widespread commercial use" (Pressman 1/8) .
The first US Patent Act was passed in 1790, but because of perceived inadequacies, the law was variously amended and changed until the Act of July 4, 1836, established the present patent system (Story 6). Although the earliest patents underwent examination by a board of three US Cabinet members (including Thomas Jefferson), that practice was abandoned for various reasons in 1793. In contrast to modern patents, patents granted from 1793 to 1836 were not examined by the Patent Office. Instead, the office merely accepted and processed applications, leaving it to the courts to decide merit and settle disputes (Skolnik; Walterscheid) .
The types of inventions eligible for patent protection have expanded over the years, following changes from an agrarian society through the industrial revolution to an information society. In 1839, the Patent Office gained responsibility for acting as a clearinghouse for information on agriculture (Story 7). Design patents were authorized in 1842 (8), plants became patentable in 1930 (23) , and on April 12, 1988, the first animal patent was awarded to Harvard University (42). Court decisions periodically allow new areas of technology to be patented: Some recent examples include biotechnology and genes (in 1980), software (in 1981) , and business methods (in 1998) ("Patent Wars" 75). Today's debates about patentability cover the controversial patenting of parts of human DNA (Wheeler) or business methods captured in computer code (e.g., Amazon.com's "one-click" Internet shopping [Stross; see also "Who Owns"; "Patent Wars"] 
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION RESEARCH USING PATENTS
The first mention of patents in the technical communication literature appears to have been in 1979, in a special issue of the IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication dedicated to the discussion of patents. The explicit goals of this issue were twofold: "to encourage engineering innovation and patenting by dispersing some of the fog through which engineers and scientists often view legal and businessdecision procedures related to invention" and "to turn the technical community on to the information value of patents as engineering and scientific communications" (Joenk 46) . Articles in this issue were written by a number of patent experts and cover such matters as advice on writing patents and keeping lab notebooks, a brief history of the patent system, and other subjects of interest to persons charged with inventing new technologies and writing or editing patents. Examples of various patents also are included.
Among the first to build on this information, R. John Brockmann has argued that patents are important to historical research in technical and scientific communication for several reasons. For example, patents represent a reasonably continuous (and, therefore, rare) record of technological and scientific innovation ("Does Clio" 299). Also, as a genre, patents have had the same audience and purpose since the first patent act was passed (300): To receive the property rights vested in a patent, the inventor is expected to reveal to the public the secrets of an invention. However, as Brockmann suggested and as recent histories of Patent Office policies and practices note, the purpose and audience for the written specification has evolved significantly over time ("Does Clio"; see also Walterscheid; Lubar). Brockmann's longitudinal study of patent documents as technical texts offers readers evidence that "objective-impersonal style is a key element in technological communication" rather than a passing fancy (From Millwrights 139). In addition, the selection of patents Brockmann examined offers readers a small taste of the incredible variety of subjects patents cover, ranging from a 1797 patent for a "Teeth Extractor" (141) to a 1975 "Teaching Device" (144).
More recently, Brockmann observed that "some of technical communication's most interesting research has examined how communicators choose between rhetorical alternatives" ("Oliver" 63). In "Oli- In another recent historical study, Charles Bazerman revealed how patents were strategically employed by Thomas Edison as he sought to gain and maintain influence over the evolving electric utility industry. Bazerman analyzed Edison's patents as speech acts and legal objects, focusing on successful and failed patent applications significant to the invention and dissemination of electric light technology. Bazerman described the general form of the patent as it existed in Edison's day, and then he related the difficulties of transforming an often half-formed idea "into an ownable piece of property" through its expression in text and graphics (90). Then as today, a key challenge for profiting from any complex, rapidly evolving technology is to own the key patents; yet patent protection frequently must be applied for before the significance of a particular invention is even known (89). As in the case of the electric light, matters of technological importance are often played out in the courtroom years after patents have been granted. Bazerman demonstrated the tenuous power of patents as speech acts as the meaning in these documents is challenged, both earlier in the process, by patent examiners, or later, by competitors in Durack / RESEARCHING THE US PATENT RECORD 493 the courts. Bazerman traced these "challenges to would-be patents and already-accomplished patents" to demonstrate "how patents sit on top of complex contexts, giving order, meaning and certainty to arrangements of benefit to particular parties" (239).
My own interest in patent records stems from research about gender, technology, and the history of technical writing, specifically as they pertain to the sewing machine and sewing pattern industries in the nineteenth century. Having discovered patent numbers on old paper sewing patterns (and having argued elsewhere that we should consider such documents in the history of technical writing [see "Redefining," "Gender," Documentation]), I determined to discover the extent to which women might have contributed to developing instructional material for household sewing tasks. Having observed patent numbers on antique sewing patterns in my own small collection, I added patent numbers listed in Claudia Kidwell's history of dressmaking techniques. Then I referred to abstracts in the Patent Office Gazette to narrow the list for patents to order from the US Patent and Trademark Office (Documentation 48). From these patents, I learned not only that a woman, Hannah Millard, invented the instruction sheet but that, at one time, competing pattern companies held the rights to the key communicative devices we rely on today as part of the home-sewing pattern genre ("Patterns"). For years, competitors barred one another from using each others' proprietary inventionsso, for instance, only the Butterick Company could enclose a separate instruction sheet with its patterns. Consumers had to wait for more usable design in sewing patterns until patent rights expired or challenges to validity were settled.
These three examples suggest how the study of patents and related texts can enrich our understanding of how specific inventors, such as Oliver Evans and Thomas Edison, use patents for strategic communication to achieve their goals; how industries, such as the emerging electric power industry, capture and contest meaning in patents to gain social, economic, and technical power; and how technical and scientific genres such as the patent function within legal and business milieus. Such studies of inventors, industries, and genres represent but a small sampling of the types of research that might be informed by historical or contemporary research using patents. In the following section, I describe how research using patent records might productively address issues recently raised in our field.
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PATENTS AS MORAL AND SOCIAL BAROMETERS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
Patents are legal instruments important to establishing and maintaining business and commercial power over technological advances. Despite the objective, impersonal style in which they are written, patents and patent practices represent a kind of moral and social barometer of technological change that is perhaps unique for both its contemporary as well as its historical value. Patent records offer communication researchers a window into the social realms of technology that Laura Gurak and Sam Racine called for scholars to examine. In this section, I highlight the ways in which patent records and related texts can answer questions about the "contextual, ethical, legal, and other issues related to technology and our social conditions" that Gurak and Racine raised (261). First, I explain how standards for patentability have changed over time.
Although the major laws establishing formal criteria for patentability have been few, the practical standards applied to these official criteria have changed significantly-and often controversially-over time. Some aspects of these changes are highlighted in Table 1 .
For an idea to be patentable, an inventor must succeed in establishing that the invention is new, useful, and nonobvious. These first two criteria, novelty and utility, were introduced under the 1790 law; according to Steven Lubar, the third criterion, nonobviousness, was introduced in the early 1950s to " [do] away with the 'flash of genius' standard for newness" that the courts had gradually imposed (15). Authors of patents have had to anticipate and respond to important questions of interpretation from those charged with evaluating the appropriateness of granting or upholding patents: An invention need not be the product of "inventive genius" to be patentable. Inventions require demonstrated skill or ingenuity beyond that of an ordinary practitioner in the related art or science. An invention requires a "flash of genius" to be patentable. An invention requires a creative flash of genius to be patentable. To be patentable, an invention should advance scientific knowledge.
Nonobvious 1952
How different is the invention from the existing state of the art?
The flash-of-genius standard is eliminated. Nonobviousness is determined according to procedures in which the examiner (1) determines state of the art, (2) examines differences between prior art and claims at issue, and (3) resolves the level of ordinary skill in the art. "Mr. PHOSITA" (Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art) is established as the standard for resolving the level of skill. The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit is established to hear patent cases. Determination of nonobviousness involves greater emphasis on secondary criteria such as how commercially successful the invention is, how long the invention has been needed, how many inventors have tried to solve the problem at hand, and how immediately an invention is recognized as useful.
sibilities for historical and contemporary research in technical and scientific communication.
The Challenge of Moral Utility
From the early 1800s, inventors of socially suspect technologies were obligated to establish the morality of their inventions: "An invention to poison people or to promote debauchery . . . would not be patentable" (Lubar 12) . This belief has persisted in many areas of technical and scientific endeavor. For instance, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 prohibits patenting of inventions to be used for atomic warfare (Joenk 48) , and, according to Lubar, "the Patent Office still hesitates before granting patents for gambling equipment or for devices for illegal drug use." Views of morality also have influenced the patentability of technologies that affect the actions of certain groups of citizens: "Birth-control devices could not be patented for most of the nineteenth century," Lubar noted (12).
Consider the idea that the invention described in a patent meets standards for moral utility if the patent is granted. For example, Rachel Maines discussed the electromechanical vibrators that were routinely used by late nineteenth-century physicians (and later by consumers in the privacy of their homes) to treat female hysteria. The cure involved "vulvular massage" to the point of "crisis" or "hysterical paroxysm"; with regular treatment, female patients reported relief from symptoms such as "pelvic congestion and insomnia" (4). Maines noted that the "camouflage of the apparently sexual character of such therapy was accomplished through its medical respectability and through creative definitions both of diseases for which massage was indicated and of the effects of treatment" (3). The respectability of the treatment was preserved by a kind of rhetorical sleight of hand through innuendo and indirection in advertisements in publications such as Home Needlework Magazine, Hearst's, Woman's Home Companion, and the 1918 Sears Roebuck catalog. The acceptability of the treatment did not wane until the 1920s, when vibrators began to appear in erotic films (4).
Maines's work raises several questions pertinent to research in technical communication. First, we might observe that Maines refered to the work of George Henry Taylor, a prolific nineteenth-century author on the subject of physical therapies for pelvic disorders. Taylor was also an inventor, and, according to Maines, Given that patent applications typically have had to define a problem solved by a new invention, what was the technical or medical nature of the problem that was ameliorated by these technologies as described in the actual patents? Were inventors aware of the sexual nature of the cure, and if so, did the same rhetorical strategies Maines observed in advertisements for these inventions also appear in patent applications? How were ethical and moral challenges addressed in patent-related texts? As vibrators became dissociated from medical treatment, what, if any, actions did the Patent Office or the courts take? Did views on the patentability of vibrator technology change? Were existing patents challenged on this basis, or did the precedents established by previously granted patents allow for continued improvement of this controversial technology? How did the dimension of gender affect the patentability of technologies to meet personal needs? Were comparable ailments defined and implements designed for men?
Although these are just a few of the questions we might ask pertaining to this specific technology, what about other technologies that have changed in social value? Did technologies of slavery receive patents in the early days of our country? Did inventions pertaining to alcohol production or consumption meet with resistance from the Patent Office during Prohibition? Have controversial inventions been selectively categorized and redefined to meet existing standards of social appropriateness? Patent records are one source we might use to arrive at some answers.
The Rhetorical Nature of Novelty
Novelty, or newness, is yet another criterion used to determine patentability, and the requirement that an invention must be completely new throughout the world is one of the significant and unique characteristics that has distinguished US patent law (Walterscheid) . As Carolyn Cooper put it:
Durack / RESEARCHING THE US PATENT RECORD 499 In the granting and maintaining of patents, the nub of the process was to get people-examiners in the Patent Office or witnesses in lawsuits-to compare two things and say yes, gizmo x and y are the same in relevant respects, or no, gizmo x is significantly different from gizmo y. (967) Cooper's thoughtful analysis of patent litigation pertaining to Thomas Blanchard's lathe and other inventions demonstrates the extent to which social processes determine whether the invention described in a patent is sufficiently new and different from others. Her research also suggests the importance of documentation to the rhetorical strategies of later inventors:
Since the Patent Office and the courts kept records of these actions [decisions regarding similarity and difference], subsequent inventors who wanted patents were able to get information about previous inventions and to build on them, being of course careful not to imitate them too closely. How close was "too close" became a matter of social construction through patent management. (968) Cooper's analysis of inventor Thomas Blanchard's arguments for his patented lathe are particularly enlightening about the rhetorical nature of novelty.
Blanchard was among those inventors who took advantage of a nineteenth-century Patent Office policy that allowed revision and subsequent reissue of a patent if the original specification was thought to inadequately convey the essence of an invention (see Dood, "Pursuing"). Cooper stated that in revising the specification for reissue, Blanchard likely "informed himself . . . about four other machines" related to his invention and explicitly disclaimed features of competing inventions such as Azariah Woolworth's last-making machine (975). Cooper compared the two inventions, arriving at the similarities and differences shown in Table 2 . This comparison reveals the rhetorical challenge inventors faced as they sought to profit from their inventions: What strategies and evidence are most successful given a need to establish the similarity or difference between competing inventions?
Cooper reported that not only did Blanchard revise his patent for reissue but he also was able to persuade Congress to extend the original 14-year term twice by special acts, resulting in protection for a total of 42 years (979). From her study of litigation associated with Blanchard's lathe over this period, Cooper concluded that certain 500 JBTC / October 2001 types of arguments about similarity and difference "emerged as more persuasive than others." Specifically, she observed that "evidence for sameness that sounds naïve to us today, such as the fact that both machines made lasts, gradually dropped out" and that "distinctions that now sound more sophisticated stayed in use. For example, the more-or-less expert witnesses tended over time to emphasize process more than product and the kinematics of the machines more than their components" (983). In addition, Cooper traced how the definition of Blanchard's lathe and its key characteristics evolved over the unusually extended time of patent protection. Cooper observed the irony that "under treatment as a piece of intellectual property, Blanchard's invention had expanded in concept to include by 1850 all the features of a machine that Blanchard had explicitly disclaimed at the beginning in 1820" (989).
Cooper continued with an analysis of arguments surrounding yet another Blanchard invention, a wood-bending machine. In this case, having been charged with infringing a patent by John C. Morris, Blanchard withdrew and revised his patent in 1859 and obtained a reissue; Morris responded by obtaining a reissue of his patent in 1862, in which he distinguished two types of bending: "inward" and "outward" . . . . He very much exDurack / RESEARCHING THE US PATENT RECORD 501 Blanchard's lathe creates irregularly objects such as lasts.
shaped objects by cutting a single continuous spiral path around the workpiece; Woolworth's last-making machine cuts a series of parallel paths lengthwise along the object.
NOTE: Based on information from Carolyn Cooper (977).
panded his claim to originality within the class of "outward"-bending machines, which he had just defined. (992) Cooper provided diagrams of the "outward-bending" and "inwardbending" mechanisms for these two machines (995), and she challenged readers to judge them: Are they largely the same, or are they significantly different? In this instance, the classification of the invention seems to play a critical role in determining novelty. This practice of continually revising the classification method (Dood, "U.S." 95; Cooper 985) continues in the Patent Office today and is important because this system is intended to "facilitate searches for patents relevant to a particular technical subject when no other information about the patents is known" (Dood, "U.S." 98). Classification, then, becomes strategic, and errors in classification become suspect: As Autumn Stanley observed, those list makers who have compiled information about women's inventions at times misclassified the inventions in trivializing ways (xxx). Further research might address these questions:
How do various classification practices function rhetorically? Whose interests are served by reclassification? Has classification been used strategically to conceal or minimize the contributions of certain groups of inventors? How have arguments for establishing similarity and difference evolved since Blanchard's time? Whose interests do these strategies serve? Whose voices do they conceal or subvert? Who is authorized to make these arguments?
Finally, given that global practices are merging ("Patent Wars"), we might ask, What evidence for newness throughout the globe has been required over time? How have global interests and policies affected interpretations of novelty in patents challenged by overseas competi-502 JBTC / October 2001 tion." Among these criteria are factors such as how successful commercially the invention is, how long the invention has been needed, how many inventors have tried to address the need, and how rapidly an invention is recognized as useful (16).
Today, critics of the patent system claim that "patents no longer reflect, and protect, technological advance, but rather reward the commercial prowess of their inventors or the companies they work for" (Lubar 16 ). IBM gains 10 new patents every day ("Patent Wars" 76); for the seventh straight year, this one company received more utility patents than any other ("IBM"). The expansion of patent protection to software and business methods has resulted in a "gold rush" in which "the Internet's early communalist enthusiasm for open-source software-which is free, unpatented, and uncopyrighted-has now given way to a land-grab" ("Patent Wars" 76) .
Through vehicles such as the Web site <www.bustpatents.com>, critics point to recent patents such as US Patent No. 5,862,223 for "Selling Professional Advice over the Internet" (granted January 19, 1999) or "Group Buying on the Internet" (pending) as examples of bad patents on either or both of two grounds: somebody else "got there first" or "the idea was too obvious to deserve protection." Although the director of the US Patent and Trademark Office admitted that a problem exists, he voiced the belief that "the problem should self-correct as more software is patented" ("Patent Nonsense").
Gurak and Racine remarked that we live "in an age in which the technologies of cell phones, high-definition television, the Web, e-mail, and instant messaging have become almost invisible" and that for this reason, "communication researchers need to seek out critical understanding and offer critical readings of the ways that business and technical communication shapes and is shaped by the wired nature of modern life" (261). Today, the Internet is both the object of debate about patentability and the slate upon which much of the argument is inscribed: What richer resource might we seek to understand the role of technical and scientific communication in mediating social aspects of technology than patents and patent-related texts?
CODA: A BRIEF GUIDE TO AVAILABLE RECORDS
In the preceding pages, I have suggested numerous possibilities for research using patents and patent-related texts as information 504 JBTC / October 2001 resources. In this final section, I offer readers a brief guide to some of the available records here because having some idea of the kinds of records that might be available can be helpful in establishing a research agenda. Having only recently become aware of the value and richness of these records to my own research, I draw on the expert knowledge of those archivists and historians who have worked extensively with these materials.
What Official Records Are Available?
The vast majority of the earliest US patent records were destroyed by fire in 1836; as a result, the record of patents from 1790 to 1836 is discontinuous and has many gaps. Furthermore, because the reconstructed records are primarily copies of original records that are no longer available, inaccuracies in the record are certainly possible. In contrast, patent records for applications submitted from 1836 to the present are nearly continuous and more comprehensive than earlier records (Reingold 158). As the previous examples have demonstrated, patents themselves represent just a subset of texts associated with the patent process that may be useful to the researcher. The following descriptions are drawn from an article by Nathan Reingold and are included here because of their significant value to the researcher. (See Reingold for additional detail about the strengths and deficiencies of these records for historical investigations.)
The first set of records Reingold described are those pertaining to the control of applications (indexes recording such information as the inventor's name, the title of the invention, the date received by the Patent Office, the date forwarded to an examiner, etc.). Other types of administrative records include issuance records (notifications of patents granted), assignment records (pertaining to the transfer of the patent rights from the inventor to another party), and general control records (pertaining to the organization and classification of the patent records).
Ex parte records are those documents pertaining to the "Patented File" (the file of a successful patent). The Patented File includes both the original application as well as any intermediate rejections from the examiner and responses from the applicant by which perceived deficiencies with the application are identified and addressed. The Patented File also includes a copy of the final printed patent. Reingold noted that these records "resemble an editorial conference in which the editor (the patent examiner) and the author (the inventor or his Durack / RESEARCHING THE US PATENT RECORD 505 patent attorney) have a dialogue about the revision of a text (the specification)" (161). Also discussed under ex parte records are "Reissued Patented Files" (records of patents reissued because the original patent grant was inadvertently defective) and files of "Added Improvements" (records pertaining to addenda to patents, allowed for a time until a section of the 1836 statute was repealed). Reingold also discussed "Abandoned Files" (a scant collection of files for unsuccessful patent applications).
"Inter Parte and Appeals" records cover the settling of disputes when two or more inventors claim the same invention (a situation referred to as an interference). Files exist for both uncontested and contested interferences; contested interferences may include briefs, dispositions, affidavits, and exhibits. Reingold also included in this discussion "Extension Files," records pertaining to patents that have been granted extensions should a patentee fail to receive, during the term of the patent, sufficient remuneration for the invention. 
